
On 16th May 2007, in an area of Sweet Chestnut
Castanea sativa forest at an altitude of c. 600 m
below Mount Olympus, the highest deciduous
woodland on the Greek island of Lesvos, I 
found three counter-singing male Common
Chiffchaffs Phylloscopus collybita. The species
may breed sporadically in the area (Brooks
1998), although otherwise it is described in BWP
as breeding in Greece only in the northern
mainland mountains bordering Albania,
Macedonia and Bulgaria, where there are several
hundred pairs of P. c. collybita (hereafter
‘collybita’).

To my ear, it was immediately obvious that
these birds’ songs were dissimilar to those of
both P. c. abietinus (or at least to birds of that
race breeding in Finland, where I have heard
them) and collybita, and I recorded details as
follows.

Song
The birds were in almost constant song within
earshot of each other over an extended period,
and so were assumed to be exhibiting their
normal song. The song phrase was short and
fast; the first half to two-thirds of the song
consisted of repetitions of the same ‘chip’ or
‘chik’ note, this then giving way to a ‘grumpy’
descending series of ‘chook’-type notes. Some
songs were preceded by quiet ‘chup’ or ‘chup-up’
notes, distinctly different from the ‘tret tret’
introductory notes of collybita.

Call
An accompanying bird, presumably a female,
was heard several times to utter a slightly
descending ‘psee’ note, its timbre close to the call
of a Dunnock Prunella modularis and quite close
to the typical contact call of tristis.

Plumage
Obviously different from collybita, being
browner and less olive on the upperparts, and
paler on the underparts, with some diffuse
brown on the flanks. The supercilium was
conspicuous, rather long and narrow, and

creamy-coloured. The birds’ plumage seemed to
be within the range of variation of abietinus and
hinted at some of the features of Mountain
Chiffchaff P. sindianus lorenzii.

On purely geographical grounds, it would be
expected that chiffchaffs breeding on Lesvos
would be of the form P. c. brevirostris, described
by Kirwan et al. (2008) as endemic to Turkey.
That form is not, however, universally accepted
as a valid race in its own right, while there is
debate over its appearance and variability.
Roselaar (1995) speculated that it might not
prove separable from collybita, while Watson
(1962) suggested that it may represent an
intermediate form between abietinus and
lorenzii (and Lars Svensson, in Dubois & Duquet
2008, suggested that brevirostris is a subtle and
questionable form of abietinus).

The fact that the Lesvos birds described here
were so obviously different from collybita in
appearance, and had an unfamiliar song that
might be best described as an ‘unusual’
collybita/abietinus song raises questions as to
exactly what these birds are. Birds described as
brevirostris remain among the most poorly
known of the chiffchaff group but, since
brevirostris-type birds are being reported
breeding in other parts of the region (e.g. Syria
– see Dubois & Duquet 2008), there may be
increasing opportunities to get to grips with this
enigmatic form. In particular, recordings of
song and photographs of any birds apparently
breeding in suitable montane habitat on Lesvos
or elsewhere in the region would be of interest.
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